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INTRODUCTION 1
A potentially destructive controversy over the politics of sex
has developed in the U.S. women's and lesbian/gay liberation movements
during the last few years; out of this controversy is growing a new
movement committed to "sexual freedom." My project, in the essays
included in this thesis, is to describe, analyze and intervene in this
controversy and to participate critically in building a theoretical
foundation for this new movement. Such a project, which hopes to reveal
why consensus around "sexual politics" has not been reached by women's
and lesbian/gay liberation, must begin by examining the histories of
2these movements.
Both movements have their roots in the cultural politics and "sexual
revolution" of the sixties. Activists formed in the crucible of the
civil rights movement and the New Left were attuned to a definition
of politics which, while far from new, nevertheless was experienced
as immediately and freshly relevant. Recognizing that the assignment
of "politics” purely to the realm of the State functioned to mystify
power relationships which undergird the entire society and transgress
the supposed boundary between the public and the private, we committed
ourselves to "personal politics": a radical critique and reconstruction
3
of daily life.
Although this project appeared especially radical in the realm
of sexuality, it is in this area that it eventually came to seem most
reactionary. Women and gay men soon realized that the "sexual revolution"
was itself thoroughly enmeshed in social relations of power. Anselma
1
2Dell 'Olio spoke for the vast majority of early "second wave" feminists
when she wrote that
we have come to see that the so-called Sexual Revolution is merely
a link in the chain of abuse laid on women throughout patriarchal
history. While purporting to restructure the unequal basis for
sexual relationships between men and women, our munificent male
liberators were in fact continuing their control of female sexuality.
^
The words of a former member of Students for a Democratic Society (SDS)
give life to these charges: "We were the free movement ’chicks'—free
to screw any man who demanded it, or, if we chose not to—free to be
called hung up, middle class and up—tight. Women such as these,
^
as well as lesbians and gay men, exposed the limits of "freedom" in
a context defined by heterosexual male power and privilege. If this
were sexual liberation, many thought, we would be better off unliberated.
Still, many of the early gay and feminist activists must have
recognized the irony that our movements were made possible by the "sexual
revolution" and that many of our demands extended and revised rather
than negated its impulse. As the freedom to have non-procreative sex,
"sexual freedom" remained on the agendas of both these movements; as
the seventies progressed, however, it metamorphosized into something
almost unrecognizable. The revolutionary beginnings of the lesbian/gay
movement, which was birthed by drag queens and bar dykes, were diluted,
in the guise of "gay rights," into a quest for respectability and accep-
tance. ^ Except for a radical minority, which continued to talk about
sex, gay politics became a discourse of privacy and power-brokering,
as if the sex had been removed from "sexual politics."
The politics of sexuality in the feminist movement travelled a
more circuitous route. The early women's liberation groups emphasized
3the sexual aspects of heterosexual women's oppression: women's desires
both for pleasure and for autonomy, commitment and choice were denied
fulfillment. The first aspect of this oppression was explored in papers
like The Myth of the Vaginal Orgasm," which argued that our pleasures
were defined by and for men. The second aspect was explored in articles
like "The Grand Coolie Damn," which analyzed how women had been made
into the sexual servants of the male Left.^ The first critique sparked
a tendency which placed high value on women taking control of their
sexuality, believed that the widespread inability of women to reach
orgasm undermined our political energy and our self-image, and saw
masturbation and sexual self-assertion as political acts.^ The second
critique fueled a tendency which stressed how women had been victimized
and objectified, how men had used our desires for intimacy to blackmail
us—and sexual violence to terrorize us—into submission.
The entire subsequent discourse on sexuality within the women's
liberation movement drew on these two models, which Carole Vance has
12
called "pleasure" and "danger." In the early movement to legalize
abortion, these models functioned simultaneously to enrich a radical
analysis. They have continued to do so in the current movement for
"reproductive rights," in which a woman's right to enjoy non-procreati ve
sex is defended while, at the same time, medical and sexual violence
—
unsafe contraceptive devices, forced sterilization of minority women
are exposed and subjected to organized opposition. At the same time,
the discourse of "danger" developed autonomously, first in the anti-rape
movement, then in various movements against "violence against women"
(wife-battering, incest, sexual harassment in the workplace ) and, finally,
4in the feminist movement against pornography. The early discourse
pleasure dead-ended in the raid-seventies; only recently has it
again begun to develop its own autonomous voice. In doing so, it has
collided with the more developed and entrenched discourse of danger,
which had claimed the terrain of sexuality for itself. This collision
has provoked a deep and painful split in the radical women's movement.
Earlier splits in the movement had laid the groundwork for the
current controversy; it seems to have deepened an already existing
fissure between "socialist-feminists" and "radical feminists.” The
first group tends to be less ideologically homogeneous, identifies
as an autonomous movement within the Left and refuses to reduce the
present oppressive system to "patriarchy" alone . 13 The second group
sees gender as the "primary contradiction," men as women's "class enemy"
and the Left as detrimental or at best irrelevant to women's concerns. 1 ^
Although, in practice, radical feminists and socialist-feminists often
work side by side on the same issues, they understandably place ideological
stress on different areas. The radical feminist analysis of sexuality
seems to have reached its apotheosis in the anti-pornography movement.
In contrast, many socialist-feminists form the backbone of the "reproductive
rights" movement, oppose anti-pornography politics and believe that
the New Right's attack on sexuality holds as much danger for women
as does sexual violence .^ 3
While the recent controversies seem to have increased the split
between socialist-feminists and radical feminists, they have caused
realignments among lesbians, heterosexual feminists and gay men. The
history of contemporary lesbian politics and its relations with both
5the feminist and gay liberation movements is a complex fabric woven
of many disparate strands. The "gay/straight split" which convulsed
the radical women's movement in the early seventies resulted from a
combination of factors which included a particular synthesis of the
pleasure and danger models of sexuality. Lesbianism represented pleasure
which resisted male definitions and refused frustration; as such, it
dovetailed with the early discourse on masturbation and orgasm. At
the same time, lesbianism became emblematic of an escape from male
dominance, a refuge from male violence and demands, and an almost asexual
realm of woman-bonding" free from danger.
As a result, lesbianism came to be seen by some as the revolutionary
strategy for feminists; the "lesbian-feminists" who developed this
vision insisted that it was our only logical choice. In doing so,
they built on the arguments of those heterosexual feminists, dominant
in the early women's liberation movement, who analyzed heterosexual
relationships as oppressive for women but refused, because of homophobia,
1
6
to acknowledge the alternative. The ensuing split was more like
a polarization, with homophobic heterosexual feminists at one extreme,
lesbian "separatists" (who eventually refused to work politically with
anyone else) at the other, and most feminist radicals ranged between.^
While few lesbians remained in the gay liberation movement in
the early seventies, subsequent years saw an influx of lesbian participa-
tion, as the gay movement, like much of the Left, began to deal more
seriously with women's issues. Lesbians who worked in "mixed" gay
politics identified as feminists but often felt alienated from "lesbian-
feminism"; the dwindling radical wing of the gay movement became a
6haven for women who saw their lesbianism as rooted in sexual desire
rather than political choice. Many of these women resented the increasing
feminist "desexualization" of lesbianism, appreciated the "outrageous-
sexual politics of radical gay men and were among the first feminists
to recognize the dangerously anti-sexual turn being taken by radical
feminism as, committing itself almost totally to the discourse of danger,
it increasingly narrowed its focus to anti-pornography politics .
18
Influenced by its lesbian-feminist wing, the anti-pornography
movement developed and refined a theory of male and female sexuality
which counterposed "vicious male lust" to a purely relational, gentle
1
9
and maternal female desire. While initially directed against heterosexual
20men, the new "femininism" eventually turned on both gay men—whose
promiscuity and decadence" exemplified male sexuality—and on those
women whose sexualities exhibited suspiciously "male" characteristics .^ 1
In response, many people in several often overlapping groups—socialist-
feminists, radical lesbians and gay men, and women (sometimes themselves
radical feminists) charged with having "male—identified" sexualities —
began to form a "pro-sex" movement, in opposition to both the New Right
and the anti-pornography movement. This movement hopes both to reintroduce
sexual pleasure into f eminist/lesbian/gay political discourse and to
defend it against current attacks.
While this new movement is far from homogeneous in either theory
or practice, a sizable minority within it is concerned with avoiding
the mistakes made by earlier movements for "sexual liberation." The
basic premise of much of our work, which has been influenced by the
French theorist /historian Michel Foucault, is that sex is a "social
7construction." We reject the "naturalistic" premise of earlier movements:
that human sexuality is born free, but is everywhere in chains. We
realize that sex is not in itself a revolutionary force, a timeless
energy yearning to break free, a pure and natural essence outside of
history and therefore inherently subversive. Many of us are, like
Foucault, engaged in theoretical/historical projects which explore
how sexuality changes historically, how it responds to and is "deployed"
by power, how and why sexual "revolutions" have been contradictory,
sometimes dangerous and inevitably incomplete—a "remapping of the
erotic terrain rather than . . . the abolition of boundaries altogether
.
At the same time, we are attempting to use insights from psychoanalysis,
post-structuralism, social theory and social history to determine "how
best to integrate sexuality into the project for human liberation ." 24
The essays included in this thesis are a tentative contribution
25to this project. While I designed them as "interventions" in relation
to specific issues, I have also attempted, wherever appropriate, to
discuss relevant social-theoretical ideas in accessible language. One
of my strongest motivations has been to counter the tendency, present
2 6in most radical movements, towards simplification and "synthesis,"
by emphasizing the complexities, ambiguities and perhaps permanent
contradictions which must be faced by any movement for sexual freedom.
Chapter I describes the current anti-pornography/ "pro-sex" split
and examines one of the first texts produced by the "pro-sex" tendency.
Chapter II is a close reading of a text by one of the leaders of the
anti-pornography movement. The last two chapters each explore a specific
issue which has become salient in the current controversy. Lesbian s/m
8has created dissension within both the women's movement and the lesbian/gay
movements. The issue of bisexuality has emerged within the space for
"difference" created by the struggles of other "sexual minorities " 27
within the lesbian/gay movement; it raises questions which are central
to the project of a new sexually liberatory politics. In the conclusion,
I return to the problems raised by the "social construction" paradigm
and suggest some future directions for theoretical work.
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Myra Jehlen, in Against Human Wholeness: A Suggestion for Feminist
Epistemology," an unpublished paper delivered at the Boston Colloquium
on Feminist Theory, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, April 9,
1984, argues that radical movements have a dangerous tendency to attempt
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resolve contradictions and subsume differences in the interest of
a higher synthesis. I agree with Jehlen that we must learn to live
with irreducible differences and permanent contradictions.
27
The term "sexual minorities" is currently used in lesbian/gay
politics to refer primarily to minority tendencies within the lesbian/gay
community, including people involved with s/m, butch/femme role-playing,
cross-dressing, "intergenerational " sex, and interracial sex, as well
as gay people under the "age of consent," transsexuals, and, sometimes,
bisexuals. Many of the more political people involved with these practices
prefer to call themselves "radical perverts," in order to remind other
gay people that, within U.S. culture, all gay people are still considered
'perverts" and to avoid the trap of special-interest politics.
CHAPTER I
BAD GIRLS AND "GOOD” POLITICS 1
It s disconcerting to admit that pornography helped me in my adolescent
search for validation and pleasure and sexual autonomy. As a feminist,
I’m of course aware that the genre isn't a model of enlightenment.
But what pornography gave me years ago was a set of models antithetical
to those offered by the Catholic Church, romantic fiction, and my mother.
The bad girls it portrayed liked sex, even sex with women. Fearless
and sensual, they scoffed at respectability, and were often as independent
and aggressive as men. These images not only affirmed my budding desire
but also gave me a first glimpse of freedom.
That many other girls saw nothing but shame and degradation in
these images doesn t mean that either they or I interpreted them incor—
rectly the pornographic image is itself contradictory. Since the
image of women in rebellion against patriarchal morality is a product
of the same society that extols this morality, ambiguity seems inevitable.
Bad girls have traditionally borne the brunt of the most public aspects
of misogyny. They have to endure the contempt that's central to male
attitudes about female desire; and they have to serve, unwilling, as
2
examples for good girls of what happens when women get out of line."
Feminists may identify, however queasily, with the rebellion portrayed
in pornography, or feel repelled by the degradation: the way we react
is probably determined at least in part by whether we emerged from
our childhoods as good girls or bad girls. As a bad girl, I can't
help viewing the feminist anti-pornography movement as a bunch of good
12
13
girls on the rampage: they insist that pornography is nothing but "violence
..3against women, that feminist sexuality" is opposed to anything remotely
kinky, and that any woman who disagrees is "brainwashed."^
This good girl extremism obscures the fact that pornography may
not be merely a straightforward attempt to bolster existing power rela-
tions. Men use porn to make themselves feel powerful, but it can also
make them feel powerless. Confronted with a f lesh-and-blood woman
who really wants sex, many straight men seem to experience a mixture
of fear and desire, anger and delight—a reaction no doubt replicated
in their confrontations with the pornographic image. Porn may represent
women as passive victims, but it also shows us taking and demanding
pleasure, aggressive and powerful in a way rarely seen in our culture.
Those of us who want feminism to concentrate on the possibilities
of women's sexual freedom and pleasure at least as much as on our victim-
ization shudder when the anti-porn movement claims to speak for us,
however critical we ourselves may be of porn. That feminists like
us exist is, unfortunately, news to many people, including some feminists.
Women Against Pornography and its very vocal sister groups across the
country have garnered extraordinary publicity and support over the
last few years. "Pro-sex" feminists (a designation that's unfair to
many women in the anti-porn movement but that satisfies my prejudices)
have felt increasingly uneasy about the way WAP et al. have managed
to present their analysis as the feminist position on sexuality. But
until recently this unease was voiced either in private or by a handful
of seemingly isolated feminist writers and "sexual outlaw" groups.
Even Heresies 12, the "Sex Issue,” which brought many of these dissident
14
voices together, was more a loose collection than a unified conceptual
presentation. In fact, a highly controversial gathering at Barnard
College on April 24, 1982, was to my knowledge the first large collective
event organized by "pro-sex" feminists. This conference—entitled
"The Scholar and the Feminist IX: Towards a Politics of Sexuality"—
attempted to "address women's sexual pleasure, choice, and autonomy."
In the Diary that came out of the conference, planning committee member
Judy Walkowitz describes it as "a coming out party for feminists who
have been appalled by the intellectual dishonesty and dreariness of
the anti-pornography movement."^
The rancor and vituperation aroused by this event, and the widening
rift in the feminist community to which it has no doubt contributed,
have been unequaled since the early seventies, heyday of the infamous
gay/straight split. WAP has made it clear that it will not relinquish
its territorial claims to the feminist discourse on sexuality without
a dirty fight. During the week before the conference, WAP members
phoned women in the feminist community to inform them that the planning
committee was "anti-feminist"; and on the day of the conference, a
WAP front, Coalition for a Feminist Sexuality and Against Sadomasochism,
passed out a thoroughly nasty leaflet at the Barnard gates.
7
This leaflet attacked several women (including Advocate editor
and lesbian s/m defender Pat Califia, who wasn't even involved with
the conference), claiming, incorrectly, that they represent groups
WAP is feuding with. The positions and activities of the organizations
themselves were distorted, sometimes beyond recognition. No More Nice
Girls, which stages abortion-rights actions, was absurdly described
15
as a group of women "who contend that pornography is liberating" (maybe
it's their name which places them in this category). The pamphlet
misrepresented the Lesbian Sex Mafia, a high-spirited support group
for women into "politically incorrect sex" of any kind, as an organization
that gives s/m demonstrations. Other women were attacked without being
named, among them Amber Hollibaugh. Hollibaugh, a lesbian socialist-
feminist who has written on butch/femme sexuality, has been attacked
by WAP before: at the American Writer's Congress, WAP almost succeeded
in having her barred from a panel on pornography.
Unfortunately, WAP's activity seems not to have ended with the
conference. During the next week, women who claimed to be WAP members
made phone calls to announce that the conference had been "taken over
by sadomasochists . " The rumors spread, and institutional nervelessness
set in: the Helena Rubinstein Foundation withdrew funding from future
Scholar and the Feminist conferences, and Barnard reorganized its Women's
Center, which sponsored the conference, depriving it of autonomy. Those
of us who have long suspected that bad girls as well as porn magnates
are a true target of anti-porn groups were angry but not terribly surprised.
There was, however, one bit of positive fallout. In a moment
of panic, the president of Barnard College confiscated Diary of a Conference
on Sexuality
,
which was designed to share both the planning process
and descriptions of the workshops with conference participants. As
a result, a document that, without the confiscation and attendant publicity,
might have fallen into obscurity was reprinted, sans Barnard logo and
mention of the Helena Rubinstein Foundation. (Barnard paid for the
printing, on condition that its imprimatur be deleted.)
16
A glance through the Diary is enough to explain its confiscation
by the image-conscious Barnard administration. Designers Hannah Alderfer,
Beth Jaker, and Marybeth Nelson—members of the Heresies 12 collective
seem to be part of a school one might call punk feminism, far removed
from the neo-Socialist Realism that dominates feminist graphic design.
Their photomontages use images from porn, popular culture, and daily
life which relate to the text in unexpected ways. They seem to be
pursuing two strategies: to make the viewing fun, sexy, exciting, and
to force the viewer to stop, stare, and think. A complex discussion
that touches on childhood sexuality, power relations, and divisions
between lesbians and heterosexual women is illustrated by a triptych-
three photographs, culled from different sources, of a man, an infant,
and a woman, each sucking on a breast. The photographs illuminate
the text, raising interrelated questions: Why is the baby a supposedly
innocent and nonsexual image and the others not? Why do feminist and
lesbian artists have to use heterosexual male pornography to get photographs
of women making love? Neither the text nor the images offer authoritative
answers, and therein lies the effectiveness of both.
It would be difficult to exaggerate the distance between this
approach and anti-porn propaganda—where the viewer is bombarded by
8images in an attempt to reach her on a purely emotional level. The
Diary underscores this distance with a parody of a WAP slide show
—
complete with little projectors beaming images of a dominatrix and
female circus performers surrounded by tigers. These powerful women
comment on the image of women as victims—WAP's specialty.
The distributors of the Diary showed great restraint in not including
17
one of WAP's infamous flyers with each copy, since the anti-porn movement's
claims look even more libelous and absurd juxtaposed to the thoughtful
intellectual endeavor documented here. In fact, Diary of a Conference
_on Sexuality is one of the most remarkable books ever produced by the
women’s movement. Much of the first half records discussions, held
by the planning committee over several months, in which it seems that
every question was asked, every complexity touched on. This collectively
produced discourse is amazingly dense—some pages could provide inspiration
for half a dozen books or material for half a dozen study-group sessions.
Indeed, with its endless open questions, the Diary is reminiscent of
nothing so much as the old consciousness-raising guidelines. If feminists
formed small groups that used the discussions and bibliographies in
the Diary as guides, if women's studies teachers used it as a text,
if other feminists wrote responses to its ideas, the sexuality debate
in the women's movement would be remarkably enriched.
The Diary ' s inquiry into the "politics of sexuality" begins with
preliminary questions from Carole Vance, the conference's academic
coordinator. Among them: "How do women get sexual pleasure in patriarchy?"
How do women of various ethnic, racial, and class groups strategize
for pleasure?" "What are points of similarity and difference between
feminist analyses of pornography, incest, and male and female sexual
9
'nature' and those of the right wing?" The last question sparks a
fascinating discussion of the New Right's attack on nonreproductive
sexuality and of connections among abortion, lesbian rights, and teenage
access to birth control. The committee discusses links between right-wing
women and anti-porn feminists, who "share the concern about male sexual
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violence." Although this concern is obviously legitimate, it leads
both sides to condemn sexuality per se—the Right by rejecting non-
productive sexuality, the anti-porn feminists by rejecting as "violence-
all sexuality that doesn't meet their stringent standards of "correctness."
Anyone who remains unconvinced about the absolute centrality of the
issue of sex, particularly for those who hope to oppose the Right,
should be hard pressed to retain that position after reading this section
of the Diary .
At another meeting, the diarists talk about the place of sexual
orientation in feminism. They ask whether the intensity of the "gay/
straight split caused feminists to back away from sex as an issue
and why there's been a "desexualization" of lesbianism— "an emphasis
on lesbianism as a political and social choice rather than a sexual,
erotic one. Several women talk about the problem of defining sexuality
and the difficulty of describing sexual desire—finding a balance between
intellect and feeling, when the necessary vocabulary doesn't exist.
^
The committee also sorts through their mixed reactions to writings
by gay men and to the movie Taxi Zum Klo : while anti-porn feminists
adamantly oppose the "possibility of divorcing emotion and sexuality,"
"pro-sex" feminists feel understandably ambivalent. The conference
organizers express envy at the sexual variety open to gay men, but
wonder if life at the baths is full of "rejection, alienation, disconnected-
ness, and humiliation" or if they're merely projecting women's experiences
of powerlessness and humiliation in the face of male sexual contempt.
They find it curious that lesbians have no institutions equivalent
to the baths, although many are interested in the possibility. Clearly,
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women fear objectification-the sense that we might "crumble" if we
engage in
"less-than-totally-personalized" sex—because, the diarists
argue, objecthood has traditionally been forced on us and subjecthood
denied. The solution they propose is not to eliminate objectification,
as the anti-porn movement hopes to do, but to allow women "self-repre-
sentation"—which would enable us to alternate between being subjects
and objects just as we might alternate between connecting and disconnecting
1 O
sexuality and emotion.
In a discussion of the "usefulness of psychoanalytic theory and
methods to feminists" the committee touches on work by such feminist
revisionists as Nancy Chodorow and on how infantile relationships
structure one's sexuality. They point out that feminists who dismiss
psychoanalysis may want to ignore the ways in which mothers oppress
daughters, but that the desire to romanticize relationships between
„ . .13women is self-defeating. At another meeting
,
they explore the approaches
to sexuality taken by feminists of various races, classes, and ages—
emphasizing differences between black and white feminists. I would
have liked to see this discussion deal more specifically with class,
since many of the lesbians supporting s/m and butch/femme sexuality
(in opposition to what they see as the middle-class morality of the
anti-porn movement) are working class. ^ Nevertheless, the Diary makes
an important start.
The paired issues of pleasure and danger appear again and again
in the text. Carole Vance's "concept paper," which grew out of the
discussions and follows them in the book, emphasizes the importance
of this "dual focus." Vance brilliantly delineates the problems with
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current feminist discourse on sexuality, among them the danger that
the focus on victimization "unwittingly increases the sexual terror
and despair in which women live"; she discusses the historical roots
of current positions and examines the difficulties feminist work on
sexuality confronts. Vance wants us to be constantly aware of all
layers of sexual information, to look at our similarities to men as
well as our differences from them and refuse to assume our personal
experience is the universal experience of women. Her arguments affirm
the consensus of the planning committee that "we cannot postpone the
consideration of sexual issues until after the 'revolution'" or moderate
our radicalism in the face of attacks from the Right. 15
Although I agree with most of what Vance says, I'm a little troubled
by her commitment to feminism as a theory that explains everything,
that hopes to generate a total picture into which the experience of
every woman can fit. Anti-porn feminists are also motivated by this
commitment, and it leads them to attack women whose experiences challenge
their rigid conceptual scheme. Although Vance's ideas seem open and
flexible, they could at some point become rigid because of the perhaps
inexorable logic of totalization. I suspect we're better off with
a proliferation of feminist theories, none of which pretends or even
tries to explain everything. Otherwise we're likely to replicate the
sectarian history of the male left (if we aren't doing so already).
The second half of the Diary describes the 18 workshops offered
at the conference. Surprisingly enough, these include one workshop
—
on "Pornography and the Construction of a Female Subject"—which seems
to espouse a Lacanian version of the anti-porn line. Other workshops
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address prostitution, the anti-abortion movement, and popular sex liter-
ature. Several reflect the appropriation by academic feminists of
diverse intellectual theories. The leader of "Lacan: Language and
Desire hopes to bring everyone . . . including those unfamiliar with
Lacan," into a discussion of the implications of his system for feminism.
Power, Sexuality and the Organization of Vision" draws on contemporary
film theory, of the Screen variety, to examine "how modes of looking
are constructed along the lines of a sexual division," with men as
voyeurs and women as objects, and asks "what happens when the woman
1 C
appropriates the gaze?"
But WAP didn't object to the "male intellectualism" of these work-
shops. The most challenging move of the planning committee, aside
from offering the closing address to Amber Hollibaugh, was assigning
workshops to feminists whom the anti-porn movement has labeled "deviant."
Gayle Rubin offered a workshop called "Concepts for a Radical Politics
of Sex
; the Diary 1 s description does not even mention s/m, the issue
with which she has recently been identified. Rubin, who has been influenced
by Foucault, says she will attempt to develop "an analytic apparatus
specifically engineered to see, describe, and criticize sexual oppression,"
as distinct from gender oppression.^ Dorothy Allison (who was attacked
by name in the infamous leaflet) and Joan Nestle (who was attacked
by inference) offered a workshop that asked whether notions of "politically
correct" and "politically incorrect" sex are useful or even sensible.
And Esther Newton and Shirley Walton's workshop explored the meaning
of "butch/femme" roles and sexual styles. These "controversial" workshops
were only three among 18.
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The planning committee didn’t see itself as one end of a polarization;
it would be a serious mistake to call these women "pro-pornography."
Although they defend, in varying degrees, groups attacked by the anti-porn
movement, they are certainly not advocates. If any of these women
are involved in s/m, they've stayed in the closet, and many have expressed
serious reservations about sex between adults and children.
But the conference organizers are curious about these practices
and the possibilities they may or may not open up for women. They
express fascination with s/m lesbians who "know what gives them pleasure
and . . . are systematically going about getting it" as well as concern
about what it means to "organize your sexuality around breaking taboos . 18
Their qualified support for "sexual outlaws" is primarily a reaction
to WAP's puritanical and exclusionary stance. "Pro-sex” feminists
are particularly incensed by the anti-porn movement's refusal (in direct
contradiction to the ideals of the consciousness-raising tradition)
to listen to the experience of women who might contradict its position,
and by its determination to drum out of the women's movement those
feminists who disagree with the good-girl political line. In this,
the "pro-sex” feminists take a traditional radical feminist position: "no
.... 19
more experts, every woman has something important to say."
But "pro-sex" feminists, including those represented in the Diary
,
sometimes misconstrue the anti-porn position. They claim that anti-porn
feminists believe male and female sexuality are "naturally" different,
whereas feminism has always been committed to seeing sexuality as a
"social construction." Although I think this issue is incredibly complex,
I'll risk oversimplifying it. Some anti-porn feminists probably do
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fit this characterization, but most seem to believe that women and
men are subjected to such thoroughly different socialization—or condi-
tioning-processes that we appear to be naturally opposed . 20 I suspect
their position seems "naturalistic" because they assume that conditioning
is totally successful and wholly free from contradiction, and that
therefore members of both sexes are endowed with uniform, unambiguous
... 21
sexualities
.
But many of these same women also seem to believe that patriarchal
socialization corrupts and distorts an originally "good" human nature-
one to which good girls, perhaps less socialized, have a privileged
access. They imply that, if these negative effects were removed (partic-
ularly from men and bad girls, good girls being somehow closer to nature),
we would all regain our truly human, moral and "erotic" (read "feminine”)
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selves. - It is here that criticisms of the "naturalism" in anti-
pornography theory are most on target. In fact, in placing a moral
premium on what "pro-sex" feminists would argue are the results of
women's oppression, the anti-porn movement reduces human to female,
in a reversal of traditional phallocentric thought, where human is
identical to male.
Many "pro-sex" feminists are, however, equally entangled in notions
of human nature. While we claim to see sexuality as a social construction,
our bias towards concepts like repression (which appears often in the
Diary ) reveals that we may also believe in a "natural" body whose needs
and desires both precede and resist socialization. Some of us may
want to defend this belief, but we should at least examine more carefully
the contradictions it creates for us rather than merely projecting
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them on the anti—porn movement.
The Diarv also expresses concern that the issue of real violence
against women has been "superceded" by the issue of pornography. Even
if one looks merely at feminist writing, one can find important recent
work that addresses the issue of violence. 23 But in terms of political
energy it is even less true. Anti-porn groups, particularly in New
York, are just louder and more visible than all the groups that work
with rape victims, battered women, and incest survivors. The real
relationship is, 1 think, that feminists who work in the "violence
against women movement are a primary source of support for the anti-porn
movement. Constant exposure to the results of male violence is likely
to keep alive a level of fear and rage easily manipulated by the kind
of propaganda groups like WAP produce so effectively. Images that
seem to others like relatively harmless fantasy (even the leather gear
of s/m lesbians) may have a brutal immediacy for women who see victimization
as a daily reality; because of this they may find it difficult to make
0 /
distinctions
.
But I also think that the success of the anti-porn movement has
something to do with a desire to take on the suffering of others, a
desire into which so many women have been socialized. Having immersed
ourselves in the history and anthropology of violence against women
—
witch burnings, clitoridectomies
,
the whole horrific litany—we may
unconsciously feel that our personal suffering, even supplemented by
work with other women, is somehow inadequate. The anti-porn movement
like some earlier versions of "radical feminism"—offers a comprehensive
vision of a world in which the smallest contact with male-dominated
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culture is—and must be—a source of suffering. For many feminists,
maintaining this level of "consciousness" has been a political decision.
But perhaps we also expiate our guilt for not having suffered enough
(after all, we haven’t had our feet bound) by refusing ourselves an
emotional vacation.
I know that some of my own resistance to the anti-porn movement
comes from having burned out long ago on the intensity of those feelings.
I decided that, as my misery obviously wasn't doing anything to lessen
women's collective suffering, my pleasure certainly wouldn't do anything
to increase it. The current rift in feminism may really be between
those committed to the tradition of "no more fun and games"""”* and those
who like to play around. I think this desire to play, to have fun,
to thumb one's nose at those who make moralistic rules—a desire that
has long been a motivation for "bad girls"—is a primary distinction
between pro-sex" and anti-porn feminists.
But it's disheartening to see the world of women divided into
good girls and bad girls 'Mother knew best" and "Mother didn't know
shit." Although one of these perspectives is mine, I recognize that
both are distorted good girls never lower themselves to listen to
bad girls, and if good girls ever do have something worthwhile to say,
bad girls probably won't hear it. This dichotomy makes it even more
difficult to see the world from other people's perspectives. Since
all our perceptions are shaped by the perspective to which we're committed,
a conflicting perspective can seem like an attack on our sense of reality.
The women who planned the Barnard conference weren't prepared
for the intensity of WAP's attacks. They clearly must have underestimated
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the terror and rage many women feel in the face of a challenge to their
sense of reality, the validity of their status as pure victims or perhaps
even their need to believe in a feminist consensus. The skirmishes
around the conference and the Diary reveal the acrimony that can develop
from confrontations between feminists in opposing camps. Yet these
disputes are also an indication of the importance of a discourse on
sexuality for the women's movement: a constructive dialogue between
the anti-porn and "pro-sex" tendencies would be of extreme value.
The anti-porn movement is mistaken in estimating the threat posed
by the diarists. The Diary does focus on and validate continuing struggle
against women's oppression, as eloquently attested to by its examination
of the dangers posed by the New Right and its call to feminists to
focus on actual violence against women. The Diary does not claim that
women aren't victimized, aren't oppressed, but only that concentrating
on our victimization at the expense of our pleasure and power will
not make us free.
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In this argument, I draw primarily on my personal experience
over several years, particularly with the conflict over whether a lesbian-
feminist s/m support group should be allowed to meet at the Cambridge,
Massachusetts, Women's Center, a conflict which spanned several months
in 1982-83. Members of the Battered Women's Directory Project were
the staunchest allies of Women Against Violence Against Women (at that
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point essentially an anti-pornography group) in opposing accesss/m group. Interestingly, Women's Pentagon Action was thegroup unconditionally to support access on the first ballot.
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CHAPTER II
"FREEDOM" AND OTHER BLIND SPOTS 1
Robin Morgan has been an active proponent of anti-pornography
politics since she originated the expression— "pornography is the theory;
rape is the practice" 2—which has become the slogan of the feminist
anti-porn movement. As a founder of Women's Liberation in the sixties
and currently one of the most widely read feminist writers, she is
in a position to influence many women's ideas concerning what constitutes
feminist politics and what makes someone a feminist. In The Anatomy
of F reedom. Feminism, Physics and Global Politics
,
2
she exposes her
determination one she shares with much of the anti-porn movement—to
do just that.
In Chapter IV, "The Stake in the Heart," Morgan attacks the feminist
tendency critical of the anti-porn movement, describing it as having
emerged within the Women's Movement in the past few years almost unchal-
lenged," and equating its proponents with women like Phyllis Schlafly
who are willing to pledge their lives and sacred honor as the price
of admission into Man's presence." She singles out five women, two
of whom, Gayle Rubin and Pat Califia, are lesbian s/ra activists.^ Califia
is well known to lesbians as the author of Sapphistry
,
a lesbian-feminist
sex manual. Rubin, a feminist anthropologist, wrote "The Traffic in
Women ," 2 possibly the most cited piece in the Women's Studies literature.
Morgan also attacks Amber Hollibaugh, a lesbian socialist-feminist
activist who has written and spoken publicly about her feelings and
experiences as a "femme," challenging the feminist dogma that role-playing
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in bed is necessarily oppressive
.
8
The other two women are well known
heterosexual feminist writers. Morgan targets Deirdre English, currently
editor of _Mother—Jones
,
as a result of a "conversation" with Rubin
and Hollibaugh which was published in Socialist Review . 9 Ellen Willis,
who was, with Morgan, a founder of the Women’s Liberation movement,
has consistently and outspokenly criticized the rhetoric and tactics
of the anti-porn movement.^"*
Morgan might merely have acknowledged that some feminists disagree
with her and argued against their ideas—as she does, elsewhere in
the book, with lesbian separatists. Instead, she viciously attacks
Willis as one among those "self-styled radical feminists who happen
to have well-known public positions of homophobia" and who has "implied
that feminists are brownshirts, puritans, frigid neurotics or fools
for daring to criticize this fun-loving [porn] industry." Pat Calif ia
at odd times calls herself a feminist"—something Morgan insinuates
you shouldn't do if, like Califia, you dare write for a predominantly
gay male paper like the Advocate . S/m is, among other things, a "ghastly
mockery of torture in Iran and Chile. Continuing her metaphoric obsession
with fascism, Morgan claims that these women, with their "piteously
twisted sexuality," are "so damaged by our androcentric and fundamentalist
culture" that they "find titillating the same attitudes or acts around
which Auschwitz and Belsen and Treblinka revolved." And, since there
is a "unity among feminists" regarding pornography and s/m, it's a
"source of repeated shock to feminists . . . that such women as Willis
et al. call themselves 'feminists.'"^
12
Surprisingly, Morgan's early piece on women's masochistic fantasies
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was instrumental in convincing many feminists that there was nothing
wrong with having such fantasies—that they could even be a source
of strength. She inspired many women to experiment with them, to discover
that they could also be turned on by sadistic fantasies, and to take
pleasure in them. Despite her lack of interest in "practice" and her
assumption that most women share this disinterest, she seemed open
to other women's experience.
How can the woman who insisted, in the face of widespread disapproval,
that feminists admit to and discuss their masochistic fantasies, who
publicly attested to her own (she certainly didn't equate herself with
the Nazis) be taking such an extreme position? It's as if Anita Bryant
wrote positively if ambivalently about having lesbian fantasies and
then founded Save Our Children. The old saw about the worst homophobes
being the closet cases transfers easily to this situation—except that
Morgan is barely in the closet. Nowhere in her earlier essay did she
analyze the difference between fantasy and practice," as she claims
1
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to have done, and here she merely posits it. While arguing that
women who have rape fantasies don't want to be raped, she insinuates
that women who play with these fantasies really do, since she conflates
both play and real rape as "practice.”^
Aside from the internal contradictions of her position on sex,
she violates, in attacking other feminists, the principles which she
evokes elsewhere in The Anatomy of Freedom . Throughout the book she
argues that feminists must break with the notion of "political correctness,"
must stop thinking that we can dictate to or judge other feminists.
In discussing her penchant for high heels and her recently shaved legs
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and armpits, she wonders if they are "a cranky affirmation of what
-
and
-22L some Feminist Central Committee wanted to do for a change."
She claims that "at least we have begun to learn compassion for one
another's defenses, to judge not another's mask lest we be judged by
its reverse in our own mirror . .
. In describing "correct" feminist
appearance and identity she states that "one day, we noticed that a
suspiciously uniform non-conformism had tricked us into giving birth
indeed: to each other, in litters." 15 She damns herself even more
when she writes about how her
* • • sexual experiences with women have been, sadly, more from
a wish 'to do the right thing’ politically, more to win approval
and acceptance . . . than from genuine sexual passion. I've come
to understand that sexual pressure of any sort—whether emotional,
physical, or political i^plain old hideous sexual fundamentalism,
and I want no part of it.
She never explains why these principles can be automatically suspended
when dealing with women whose sexuality expresses itself through s/m,
butch/femme roles, or use of pornography.
These principles are even more easily suspended when dealing with
men. Several times, Morgan offers us the facile analysis of the sexuality
of male cross-dressers as a "mockery" of women's oppression. This
analysis itself mocks the sexuality of men who are themselves subjected
to ridicule, physical attack and prosecution
.
1
^ She never explains
why it is not a "mockery" for feminist friends of hers to retain "long
tapered fingernails" or wear "little girl flouncy dresses" or for she
herself to shave her legs, wear high heels, and indulge in her "romantic"
side, with its "lifelong affection for lilacs . . . chiffon and the
waltz." Here Morgan exhibits rather classic sexism—and homophobia
—
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in assuming that such things are fine for women but not for men, as
if some men might not express their "romantic" side via the same "lifelong
affections. She also exhibits a surprising anxiety in the face of
male rejection of "masculine" dress, as if such a radical violation
of gender roles is more than she can bear. 1 ^
In one section of Chapter VII, "Public Secrets," Morgan does an
excellent and much needed analysis of the oppression of young people,
including a strong, albeit shocking, argument for lowering the voting
age to 7. But in the midst of this comes her attack on man/boy love,
with the usual unwillingness to distinguish between abuse and consensual
sex between people of different "classes" (her terra) and the unusual
argument that boy lovers are really straight men who "hate queers." 19
Morgan believes that young people should be able to have sex
—
with their peers, who will not, of course, oppress them. She evinces
no understanding of the dilemma of gay and lesbian youth, who face
ostracism and often violence if they approach their peers sexually
(one reason they often seek relationships with gay adults), or even
of the dilemma of heterosexual girls, who may find it equally or more
difficult to say "no" to males their own age, considering that the
"class" power of boys over girls is often, in such cases, reinforced
by peer pressure.
Morgan’s inconsistency—in calling for lowering the voting age
but not the "age of consent"; in arguing that we should relate to young
people as full human beings except for finding them sexually attractive;
in saying that young people should have freedom of choice except when
they choose adult sexual partners—seems to escape her. An even more
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interesting inconsistency, however, is personal. In describing the
beginning of her relationship with her husband, Kenneth Pitchford,
she says that she was 17 and he was 27. She clearly does not realize
that this is man/girl love. (Is Pitchford a gay man who hates hetero-
sexuals
. ) It seems likely that her attitude towards cross-generational
sex is shaped by the same kind of blind defensiveness as her attitude
towards s/m.
Whatever other problems may have led Morgan to her hardline position
on sexuality, it's easy enough to see how she arrived at it intellectually.
She begins with a notion of the Self as that individual core existing . . .
simply in quintessence and posits sexual intelligence"—a "combination
of curiosity and desire as one of its fundamental attributes. Sexual
intelligence is, according to Morgan, ahistorical and presocial, taking
naturally the form of "genuine passion." This then is "perverted"
by contact with patriarchal society, becoming "sexual fundamentalism,”
a term which she uses to lump together everyone who isn't expressing
..... 21genuine passion —from Jerry Falwell through Hugh Hefner to s/m lesbians.
There are several peculiarities in Morgan's notion of "fundamentalism"
but one is crucial here. Morgan wants to use the New Physics to criticize
politics by showing that everything is in flux and that what we think
of as "elements" or "fundamentals," like electricity or the atom, are
themselves constructs. Elsewhere in the book she uses this critique
to advantage. But here she has backed herself into a corner. Clearly
Morgan can, without anxiety, apply notions of flux to more distant
political constructs; she cannot do the same with her own or anyone
else's sexuality or personal identity. If there is anything the New
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Physics should undermine, it is notions of an essential "atomic" self
and of a sexual energy that isn't merely amorphous desire but rather
has "genuine" and "perverted" forms. In relation to other topics,
Morgan seems to understand that notions of the "natural" trap us within
the dichotomies set up by patriarchal ideology; her use of the New
Physics paradigm usually seems metaphorical rather than reductionist.
But she misplaces this insight when faced with the issue of sexuality.
Here she only replicates the terms of the dominant discourse— "natural”
and unnatural"—which stand (just as they do in the culture at large)
as justifications for the homophobia and fear of gender transgression
that she exhibits in her attacks on gay men and other feminists.
To be consistent, Morgan would have to admit that "feminist sexuality"
is no more "genuine" than any other kind. Of course, this would create
other contradictions, since she would be left with no basis for her
attack on "sexual minorities" except "political correctness." And,
in fact, despite her convoluted attempts to prove otherwise, Morgan
is indeed part of an attempt to create a feminist "party line" regarding
sexuality, impose it on the women's movement as a whole, and "purge"
any woman who refuses to abide by it. Considering the current strength
of the anti-feminist backlash, such tactics can only weaken the movement.
Morgan might, more productively, examine the intense emotions which
render her unable to extend her new principle of tolerance to those
feminists whose sexual theories and practices differ from hers and
relinquish her own brand of "sexual fundamentalism."
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CHAPTER III
POWER PLAYS:
COMING TO TERMS WITH LESBIAN S/M 1
It may be surprising that a lesbian feminist s/m movement has
emerged within the tradition of women's and gay liberation; but in
fact, s/m lesbians have simply extended the principles of both movements.
From early radical feminists they've borrowed the argument that claiming
sexual pleasure is, for a woman, a political act since female desire
is denied, repressed, and mythologized in a sexist society; each woman
should discover, without the help of "experts," what really gives her
pleasure, and dispel any feelings that she is "sick" by discussing
sex with other women . 2 Like gay liberationists
,
they analyze sexual
minorities as oppressed groups and valorize "coming out"—self-acceptance
,
public avowal, acting on rather than repressing sexual fantasy . 3
Aside from pornography, lesbian s/m is perhaps the most debated
topic in the sexual controversy now raging in the feminist and lesbian/gay
movements. Examining two anthologies—one produced by s/m lesbians,
the other by the anti-s/m "mini-movement" (an offshoot of the larger
feminist anti—pornography movement) will shed some light on why this
is so. It will also open up theoretical space in which to address
certain issues crucial to both feminism and lesbian/gay liberation.
Coming to Power
,
an anthology of erotica, theory, and personal
testimony from the nascent lesbian s/m movement, includes descriptions
of the pain that precedes coming out which are as poignant as any in
the gay liberation literature ("I was desperate for change, for relief,
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for a sex life without self-hatred ”). 4 But despite documentation of
both personal and collective struggle the tone of the book as a whole
is far from anguished. Samois, the San Francisco support group that
edited the book, intended it for the pleasure and illumination of other
s/m lesbians, as well as for curious and open-minded women who want
to understand s/m as a "form of eroticism based on a consensual exchange
p ..5of power.
The Leather Menace,” by Gayle Rubin, is the theoretical centerpiece
of the book; it documents the ways in which campaigns against gay s/m
have laid the groundwork for campaigns against the larger gay community,
through redefining bawdy house," obscenity, and prostitution laws.
Rubin also presents detailed evidence of the lies and distortions promul-
gated by the media—a combination of sensationalism and sexual hysteria
eerily reminiscent of attitudes toward homosexuality which are again
on the rise. Rubin is developing a portrayal of the way a specific
apparatus of social control regulates and maintains a "hierarchy" of
sexual preferences (she expands on this notion in Pleasure and Dangers
Exploring Female Sexuality ).
b
Feminist attacks on lesbian s/m clearly generate the most anguish
in these women. Some, like Johanna Reimoldt respond to the assertion
that women are incapable of consenting to s/m. Reimoldt points out
the circular reasoning in the argument that an s/m lesbian "cannot
sanely choose because she has been too warped and brainwashed by her
society, poor thing, to know what she's doing. The fact that she _is_
so warped is in turn proven by the fact that she has chosen" s/m .
7
Gayle Rubin agrees with her feminist critics that the "social relations
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of sexuality
. .
can make. But
not function by
more reasonably
..8
way.
. limit the possible scope of decisions" which women
she caustically notes that the social structure does
forcing people to be perverts," adding that "one may
ask if anyone truly 'consents’ to be straight in any
Most of these responses to feminist arguments against s/m are
underdeve loped the very real complexities involved in the issue of
consent, for example, are never adequately acknowledged. This sketchi-
ness reflects, I suspect, not only the difficulty (experienced by most
people) of responding calmly and logically to attacks on our sexuality
but also the focus of the book, which is more "experiential" than theo-
retical. In fact, close to half of Coming to Power is "erotica," most
of it competent and enjoyable, some of it— like Pat Califia's "Jessie,"
and C. Decarnin's "Teacher: Maitresse," the only poem in the book—
of high caliber.
The editorial process described in Katherine Davis's introduction
—
endless arguments over whether a particular story showed "overt consent"
..
. „9or a caring interaction illustrates how much s/m lesbians have
been influenced by feminist critiques of pornography. Nothing in Coming
to Power resembles violent porn," with its realistic narrative stance.
Instead the authors take a theatrical, almost Brechtian approach, framing
their scenes within the context of the s/m community. Only two stories
use ’realistic" violence. In one, Dennise Brown's "Marnie," a woman
describes being punished (nonconsensually
,
of course) as a child. In
the other, Janet Schrim juxtaposes the violence resulting from repressed
desire with the "rough play" growing out of desire which is recognized
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and accepted.
While some of these stories are almost ladylike, especially in
their lack of obscene language, there are bracing exceptions. The
"hottest” authors write of raw lust: "She was writhing now; the scent
of her was hugely strong and exciting to all of us. We were a girl
gang lusting after a bitch in heat and Benta was fully that." But
the story ends with "soothing caresses along this woman’s body who
had opened so far for us." 10 This framing, though clearly a response
to feminist criticism, may well be part of a tradition too: Pauline
Reage, in Story of 0
,
similarly emphasizes consent, in addition to
using two beginnings and two endings to make clear that the story is
, 11fantasy
.
These stories, and the "personal testimony" in Coming to Power
,
are first steps toward creating an oppositional discourse on s/m, one
which pits its own truths against those of psychiatry and heterosexual
male pornography. They forcefully prove, through descriptions of various
feelings and practices, that s/m is not a monolithic phenomenon and
that s/m lesbians are as different as they are alike. Most of these
women seem to enjoy playing both roles, "top" (sadist) as well as "bottom"
(masochist). For some of them, s/m primarily involves pain used to
intensify sensation their lore contains detailed knowledge of how
to avoid pain that the bottom "might not find erotic.” For others
it centers around struggle—wrestling, testing strength, "playing rough"
as animals do. The theme of s/m as an ultimate attempt to "know myself"
surfaces often in these pieces: sexual play becomes a safe vehicle
for exploring feelings of fear or anger, for discovering the limits
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of what one can bear physically and emotionally.
Understanding why lesbian feminists might seek to intensify their
sensations, test their strength, or explore their feelings is not so
difficult. What many people, especially other feminists, find incompre-
hensible is why this search involves scenarios of domination and submission,
hatred and degradation, oppression and humiliation. Many of the writers
in Coming to Power seem unconcerned with this issue, perhaps out of
anger at being expected to defend themselves, perhaps out of a lack
of self-reflection. Others state simply that they don’t know why they're
turned on by playing with dominance and submission.
But some are groping for answers. Sarah Zoftig, exploring her
feelings about topping says, "I get to be powerful and someone loves
..13
me for it. For Virginia Barker, s/m functions as a kind of self-
deconstruction. She writes, It's intimate sexual connection and openness
that I want, and it's a certain kind of openness that I can only get
to through having the most vulnerable parts of my self-image threatened
..14
or violated. Juicy Lucy sees emotional s/m" as a direct result
of patriarchal social relations; she believes "sexual s/m," by contrast,
is a way of understanding and controlling the same power dynamics.
It is also, for her, an "exorcism" and a "healing tool": "I was a battered
womyn [sic] for years," she writes, "& claim the right to release &
transform the pain & fear of those experiences any way I damn well
please." She is almost the only contributor to acknowledge that s/m
desire is related in some way to "real" violence and oppression.^
[For me, the most intriguing aspect of these descriptions lies
in the light they might shed on the relationship between "subjects"
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and objects. We all talk about "objectification"—feminists have
been particularly angered by it . 16 I think feminist theory too often
refers itself to Simone de Beauvoir without critically examining her
allegiance to early Sartrean existentialism 1
7
and its dubious notion
of the subject." This theory, simply stated, is that each individual
seeks to be an autonomous self
-constructing entity and is therefore
fundamentally hostile to other "consciousnesses." "Subjects," in order
to see themselves as "essential," must see the Other as an object.
At the same time, each subject's sense of "himself" is threatened by
the attempts of other subjects to do the same to "him ." 18 In The Second
_Sex, de Beauvoir examines how Woman has been made into the Other, the
object, by and for Man. The conclusion to which one is drawn is that
Woman too should struggle to be a subject, that her liberation depends
on her entrance into this struggle for autonomy.
I think that many feminists, perhaps influenced, unconsciously
or otherwise, by de Beauvoir, see autonomy as an absolute good and
objectification as an absolute evil. S/m challenges this whole picture.
It denies that there is anything essentially odious about being an
object (a "bottom") for an Other, that in fact objectification, if
freely chosen, can bring pleasure and freedom rather than alienation.
And it transforms the struggle of the subject (the "top") into a game,
a playful reversal in which the subject is really at the service of
her object. It is possible that these seemingly ironclad categories
—
sub j e ct / ob j e ct --can be "deconstructed" by playing with(in) them and
that applying the insights of s/m lesbians to the issues of objectification
and autonomy could prove very fruitful.]
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The speculations I find disturbing portray s/m as "spiritual"
or "natural"—one of the stories compares s/m with rain "showering
down welcome blows
. . . cutting chasms with abrading rivulets
. . .marking
a defenseless and vulnerable waiting and pleading earth." 19 Only Gayle
Rubin hints that s/m desire might be problematic, that "once the impulse
to purge all sex freaks from feminist organizations passes, we will
still have to face more intelligent arguments," including the neo-Reichian
one which would see s/m as a "symptom of sexual repression." 20
The least convincing thing about Coming to Power is its consistently
rosy picture of s/m relationships. I understand that a minority under
attack would wish to present a solid front—lesbian feminists have
only recently been willing to discuss openly the problems that can
arise in relationships between women. 21 Still, I suspect that this
uncritical attitude not only causes internal problems for a liberation
movement it certainly has for lesbian- feminism—but that it also creates
a vacuum too easily filled by its enemies.
The women who produced Against Sadomasochism are only too happy
to fill any vacuum left by Coming to Power . Their anthology contains
endless variations on the case against s/m from a radical feminist
perspective (I'm using "radical feminism" in the narrow sense—i.e.,
the feminist position which claims that gender is the primary contradiction
22
and that "men are the enemy"). “ The 26 pieces include reprints from
books by Susan Griffin, Kathleen Barry, and Robin Morgan, a short story
by Alice Walker, a 1975 speech by Ti-Grace Atkinson, who asserts that
"by no stretch of the imagination is the Women's Movement a movement
23
for sexual liberation," and an interview with Audre Lorde, who suggests
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that the rise of s/m among lesbians is a "smokescreen for provocateurs ." 24
Against Sadomasochism also contains several essays by academic
feminists, mostly philosophers (Bat-Ami Bar On, Sarah Lucia Hoagland,
Hilde Hein) and sociologists (Robin Ruth Linden wrote the introduction),
intended as refutations of the "ideological defense" of s/m. These
pieces tend to elevate the ad hoc defenses of s/m lesbians into intellectual
rationalizations and attack them as such-several writers analyze pro-s/m
arguments as classic products of the "liberal tradition" which we must
"move beyond" (to Stalinism, I fear). It would take a point-by-point
examination of each article to respond fully to claims such as Hoagland's
that s/m play is a "parody" of oppression which nevertheless "reinforce [s
]
it ... by perpetuating the language game ." 25 I'm not happy with
the "language game" perpetuated by these articles. Feminism does need
to develop the kind of theoretical sophistication these writers aim
for (however short of the mark they fall). But Against Sadomasochism
uses this sophistication both to discredit the experiences of women
who, in the grand old tradition of radical feminism, are speaking from
their guts, and to protect academic women from the intense emotions
evoked by this debate.
Not all of the writers in Against Sadomasochism agree with each
other. Some, like Hein, believe that "to degrade someone, even with
that person's expressed consent, is to endorse the degradation of persons";
they are outraged that s/m lesbians think they're "entitled to protection
by law" and believe that "intervention is justified to preserve the
vestiges of human dignity." 2 *^
Others support civil rights. Karen Rian is troubled by the title
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ot the book, the notion of "political correctness" and the "utopian
idealism" rampant among anti-s/m feminists, which assumes we can change
our desires by an act of will. She even grants that s/m may be acceptable
"as a means for some women to resolve perceived inequalities of power."
But she criticizes s/m lesbians for seeing sexual sadomasochism as
a "desirable end in itself" since this means that "self-diminution
becomes glorified and institutionalized ." 27 She ignores the obvious—
that s/m is always a means, whether to equalized power, self-exploration,
or sheer sexual pleasure. Like the rest of the writers in Against
Sadomasochism, Rian leaves me wondering if sexual pleasure is ever
a politically defensible "end." Even lesbianism seems justifiable
only as a "life statement." Not a word is said about heterosexual
sex except that it is the paradigm for s/m, and none of these writers
discusses why she's attacking the lowly copy rather than the paradigm.
Against Sadomasochism exudes an almost palpable terror. Several
writers hint at a possible reason for this and Robin Morgan states
it bluntly: there's a "widespread shared occurrence of such fantasies,"
29even among radical feminists. Women who feel the need to hide or
deny their own s/m fantasies must experience intense ambivalence when
confronted with a book like Coming to Power . But there's another reason
for this terror. The editors of Against Sadomasochism
,
and most of
its contributors, see lesbian s/m as an attempt to discredit and destroy
feminism from the "inside"; careerism or Betty Friedan's "second stage"
or even the anti-abortion Feminists for Life pale by comparison. From
their perspective, s/m, which "glorifies and institutionalizes" domination,
power, and inequality in personal relationships and "endorses” them
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.ans
m the public realm, supports everything feminism opposes. Lesbi;
Wh° reSP °nd t0 th6Se Char§es by claiming that s/m "stops at the bedroom
door," that it neither affects other aspects of their relationships
nor relates to social oppression, are ignoring the real challenge they
pose to radical feminism. Lesbian s/m could challenge radical feminism's
basic theoretical framework—its conception of power, its picture of
a world divided neatly in two, its analysis of "false consciousness,"
the value it places on integrated selfhood, and the inability to deal
with complexity and ambiguity to which all this leads. But many s/m
lesbians themselves espouse radical feminism. This may account for
their sometimes puerile responses to these attacks—they accept and
are trapped by the terms set by their opponents. Unfortunately even
theoretically sophisticated socialist-feminists like Gayle Rubin also
avoid the challenge of a head-on assault.
Feminists need to find new ways of thinking about sexual fantasy
in general. We haven't even gone very far in thinking about that simplest
and most common of s/ra fantasies, the rape fantasy. Understanding
why rape as a fantasy is erotic for many people who find real rape
repellent is undermined by our anxiety about discussing the issue.
Many people of both sexes fear that admitting such fantasies would
fuel dogmas on both sides— "all women want to be raped" or "all men
are potential rapists." And women who fantasize about being rapists,
or men who fantasize about being raped, even if the fantasies are homo-
sexual, fear a perhaps more threatening exposure: such fantasies deeply
violate gender identity in this culture.
Even worse, we know that too often a connection does exist between
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fantasy and reality. Men do rape and that fact not only creates terror
for all women—and some men—but makes it difficult to understand that
other relationships between fantasy and reality are possible. We might
tentatively posit four kinds of people with rape fantasies. Those
who never "play" with them (or want to); those who do play with them
(or want to) with varying degrees of consciousness and explicitness,
but for whom real rape (or even forcefulness) is abhorrent; those who
want to act them out in "reality" rather than in play, but are constrained
by internal conflicts, including conscience or fear; and those who
do act them out. These categories are clearly related to each other
via fantasies and there's no reason to assume that the boundaries separating
them are solid. The lesbian s/m movement ignores or denies these connec-
tions. But anti-s/m feminists, in attempting to address them, do so
in reductive ways which themselves ignore very real differences. Again,
this is a problem endemic to radical feminist analysis—oppressors
on one side, victims on the other. These clear lines make radical
feminism susceptible, like Marxism, to worse problems than mere reduc—
tionism.
Rape is an act which expresses hatred and violence and creates
terror and humiliation, whether in fantasy or reality. In fantasy
and play, however, we can experience hatred and violence without doing
any real harm, feel terrified and humiliated while knowing we can stop
these feelings by ending the game. In real rape these emotions appear
in their "pure" form. In fantasy and play they are mixed, as Coming
to Power so eloquently attests, with other equally powerful feelings: the
"victim" feels trust, desire and a paradoxical sense of total freedom;
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the "rapist" feels an equally paradoxical sense of self-control, attentive-
ness to the "victim’s" minutest desires, and both often feel love . 30
S/m fantasy and play are essentially about ambivalence, an ambivalence
many people share, however much they might like to fool themselves.
And whether you believe that to engage in a specific act "endorses"
or "glorifies" or "reinforces" that act in other contexts, acting out
rape fantasies cannot "endorse" rape. All it can endorse is playing
with a powerful and probably volatile mixture of emotions in a controlled
situation. Clearly the experiences described in Coming to Power bear
little resemblance to real rape or real oppression of any kind; being
raped has never to my knowledge caused anyone to feel that she was
"explod [ingj with pleasure" or in "alpha" (feelings which are reported
.. 31by "bottoms").
Nevertheless, simulating domination and submission can all too
easily slide into a perilous kind of reality. "Letter from a Former
Masochist," by the pseudonymous Marissa Jonel, illustrates this point
—
it is by far the most powerful piece in Against Sadomasochism
,
the
piece which adroitly moves to fill a lacuna left by Coming to Power .
Jonel describes the development of her "addiction" to s/m, her transfor-
mation into a 'hard core bottom" who never switched roles and whose
lifestyle revolved around s/m. Trapped in an increasingly violent
relationship by her addiction and the threats of her lover, she escaped
only by returning to her family. Two elements—her admission that
she always "had a difficult time being assertive" and her lover's
history as a batterer prior to involvement in s/m—don't necessarily
have anything to do with s/m itself (in fact, many of the writers in
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Coming to Power describe the appeal of "bottoming" as a release from
constantly being assertive ). 33 But s/m could certainly exacerbate
violent or unassertive tendencies that already exist, or be used to
justify them. And, although I hesitate to say this, since I don't
want to align myself with the anti-s/m faction, I suspect that these
tendencies exist in most people and that they may be related to s/m
desire. For those who are into "heavy” s/m and who never switch roles,
it must require extraordinary vigilance and strength of character to
avoid having these roles "bleed through" to other aspects of a relation-
ship. If s/m lesbians refuse to address these problems, they not only
add to the possibility that, as Jonel claims, some people will misuse
"s/m rhetoric to support their violence ," 34 but also open themselves
to charges of whitewashing real problems.
Against Sadomasochism begins and ends with a basic assumption: that
s/m is a mere reflection of relations between the sexes. But although
sexism and other forms of oppression obviously shape s/m desire and
feed its iconography, I doubt that it's really this simple. Charley
Shively has pointed out the symmetry between s/m and the mother/child
relationship: The first sexual relationship is clearly sadomasochistic: an
all powerful, all-nourishing, all-controlling master—a helpless, totally
35dependent, incontinent mass—each to the other responds." Masochism
seems closely related to a desire for regression, even a desire for
"devolution”; "Make me feel like an animal," says a character in a
3 6gay male s/m story by John Preston. Why do some of us desire regression?
Is it a way of escaping from rationality, from an alienating self-control
—
a way to experience ourselves, however illusorily, as pure flesh?
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Shively, in the same essay, makes a statement which many will find
outrageous but which, for me, is strangely evocative: "I am not just
a human being; I am a piece of meat." 37 Perhaps what is most horrifying
for anti-s/m feminists is that they sense in s/m lesbians this desire,
this affirmation of the body in its own right, without the "redeeming
social value" of the soul. For women who believe that the only route
to our liberation is spirituality or humanism, this must seem ultimately
anti-feminist
.
S/m raises other questions which aren't even touched on in these
books. How, for example, does s/m relate to Catholicism, which values
the mortification of the flesh" and teaches that God sends torments
to those he most loves? (Story of 0 reads so much like Lives of the
Jjai_nts ! ) More generally, why do some of us seek simulated experiences
of things we dread, whether through s/m, horror films, or skydiving,
and get intense pleasure from them?
While Coming to Power fails to answer these and many other questions,
it does offer as much food for thought as for fantasy. We can learn
a great deal about the construction of all sexualities by thinking
through the issue of s/m. But to do so we must take risks—we must
be willing to suspend some of our cherished "truths," at least temporarily.
I hope that the exploration of female desire by feminists can go forward
in this way. S/m lesbians ought to explore the possibility that s/m
is indeed a thoroughly modern and problematic creation
—
perhaps a par-
ticularly imaginative response to a violent and alienating society.
But unless feminists like those represented in Against Sadomasochism
end their dogmatic and often vicious attacks, the kind of exploration
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we need will be a long time coming.
[It would be absurd to claim that s/m is essentially revolutionary,
a sexual practice rooted in some pre-social libido which can, if allowed
free play, shatter the patriarchy. All sexuality is socially constructed.
In the process of constructing its ideal form, monogamous '•vanilla ',38
heterosexuality, society also constructs the "perversions," which it
allows to speak only in shame. To deny this shame, to speak out with
pride and passion, has been essential to gay liberation. To claim
this right to speak both denies the legitimacy of the dominant ideal
form and forces the patriarchy to confront its bastard children. S/m
is equally one of these bastards and its voice should be welcomed.]
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CHAPTER IV
BISEXUALITY: LOVING WHOM WE CHOOSE 1
The struggles engaged in by "sexual minorities" within the lesbian/
gay/feminist movements have recently revived interest in issues of
sexual freedom. Within our movements such interests seemed, over the
years since Stonewall, to have become increasingly confined to our
radical margins. Now, however, s/m, man/boy love, butch/ferame role-playing,
cross-dressing and other sexual practices are widely discussed in our
publications and community meetings, with the result that a renaissance
of our early sex radicalism seems to be occurring. In the midst
of all this talk of sex, however, one sexual practice is rarely discussed.
If we really want a sexually liberatory renaissance, we must rethink
the issue of bisexuality in the same way that we have other forms of
gay "deviance."
In the early days of our movement, many gay liberationists agreed
that both homosexual and heterosexual desire exist as potentials in
all human beings. They believed that heterosexual culture so vigorously
oppresses those who insist on expressing homosexual desire because
—
as Martha Shelley, one of the first post-Stonewall theorists, wrote
we are heterosexuals' "own worst fears made flesh. Even lesbian-feminists
like the Furies Collective affirmed the inherent bisexuality of human
3
nature. If the feminist and gay liberation movements succeeded, they
thought, the gay/straight dichotomy would disappear. Although, as
Dennis Altman pointed out, many people would still not practice bisexuality,
we would nevertheless achieve the "end of the homosexual" as a meaningful
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4
category
.
Belief in bisexuality as a utopian potential has not always coincided,
as it has for Altman, with support for and acceptance of bisexuals.
Nevertheless, bisexuals who were active in the earliest days of the
gay liberation movement seem to have had little trouble being accepted
as gay. But times change. Few gay activists now claim to be striving
for a bisexual paradise or to regard bisexuality as a repressed human
potential. And while many non-bisexual gays have, as individuals,
supported us and encouraged our attempts to organize, the lesbian/gay
community abounds with negative images of bisexuals: fence-sitters,
traitors, cop-outs, closet cases, people whose primary goal in life
is to retain heterosexual privilege," power hungry cold-hearted seducers
who use and discard their same-sex lovers like so many Kleenex . 5
Some of these stereotypes result from the ambiguous position of
bisexuals, poised as we are between what currently appear as two mutually
exclusive sexual cultures, one with the power to exercise violent repression
against the other. Others grow out of the deeply held belief, contrary
to that of early gay liberation, that homosexual and heterosexual desires
exclude each other. Still others result from lesbian-feminism, which
argues that lesbianism is a political choice having little to do with
sexual desire per se. From this point of view, a bisexual woman "still
define [s] herself in terms of male needs''^ rather than, as she herself
might argue, in terms of her own desires. Since lesbian-feminism equates
meeting male needs with supporting male supremacy, it considers bisexual
women traitors by definition.
Other factors may have played a role in shifting attitudes towards
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bisexuals in the lesbian/gay community: the growth of lesbian/gay "life-
styles" and ghettoes; the boundaries produced by constructing gay people
as a "minority"; the development of sexual identity as a political
concept; even, as Cindy Patton has argued, the brief heyday of media-created
"bisexual chic," which trivialized bisexuality as just another fashion
.
8
But these stereotypes also resonate with some people's personal
experience and with the gay subcultural lore developed out of collective
experience. Most stereotypes reflect some small aspects of reality
which they then serve to reinforce. Some bisexuals do act in stereotypical
ways, often because we have internalized our social image. And because
non-bisexuals view this behavior through the lens of the stereotype,
they perceive it as evidence of the truth of the stereotype rather
than as an individual action. As more bisexuals refuse to hide our
sexuality, as we organize within the gay community, we can better challenge
the supposed reality of these negative images and demonstrate that
they are, like other stereotypes, essentially false. Other gay people
will be forced to recognize that as a group bisexuals are no more "promis-
cuous or incapable of commitment than anyone else (like many stereotypes
of bisexuals, this also runs rampant in the straight world). "Heterosexual
privilege doesn't prevent us from being queerbashed on our way home
from the bars or having our children taken away when we come out. We
look just like other queers, i.e. we range from blatant to indistinguishable
from straights. And many of us not only involve ourselves in lesbian/gay
struggles but also identify ourselves primarily with the gay community.
As we challenge people on their more easily disproved beliefs,
they may also begin to question whether they perceive their personal
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experiences with bisexuals in a distorted way. I think we might better
explain at least some of the stories about bisexuals who leave their
same-sex lovers for heterosexual relationships in the same ways we
explain being left, period, rather than as some special form of desertion
and betrayal. And if gay people examine the problems we have had with
bisexual lovers whose primary relationships are heterosexual, they
resemble quite closely the problems we have had in similar "secondary"
relationships with homosexuals.
Nevertheless, since most bisexuals are acutely aware of the differences
between heterosexual and homosexual relationships, some probably do
"settle" for heterosexual relationships, at whatever emotional cost,
and for all the reasons one might imagine. I find it as difficult
to condemn them as to condemn homosexuals who seek therapy to "become"
heterosexual oppression is ugly and we all want out, whether we seek
individual or collective solutions. Other gay people rarely notice,
however, that most bisexuals continue to have homosexual relationships
despi te the weight of heterosexist oppression. This can only testify
to the fact that heterosexual relationships generate their own problems
—
and that the power of desire often overcomes that of oppression. Many
homosexuals resent the fact that the thoughtless pleasures of a heterosexual
relationship always exist as an option for bisexuals and fear that,
as homophobia intensifies, more bisexuals will take that option. But
"option" seems a strange expression to describe repressing an entire
aspect of one's sexuality and the closet exists as an "option" for
all queers
.
We all suffer oppression when we choose to express homosexual
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desire. He may suffer even more when „e force ourselves to repress
It. And although the experiences differ, we suffer whether, as with
bisexuals, our desire might take other paths or whether, as with homo-
sexuals, the only path is total repression. In each of these cases,
our suffering results from the power of a homophobic society. We all
share an interest in assuring that bisexuals make their choices, conscious
or not, on the basis of desire rather than oppression. And gay liberation
offers the only guarantee that this will happen.
Those who view bisexuals as untrustworthy because of our "options"
at least acknowledge that we exist. Others insist that we are closet
cases temporarily stuck in a transitional stage in the coming-out process.
I hope that as bisexuals begin to speak for ourselves we will weaken
this notion since many of us have identified as such for years—and
lifetimes. I wonder, however, if the power of this belief might not
resist such evidence. While I would argue that gay identity is essentially
political something we construct to promote solidarity and oppose
our oppression for many people, gay identity seems to imply that we
all naturally possess a sexual identity and that this identity just
as naturally fits into one of two categories.
Why do so many people who oppose the other forms of madness created
and perpetuated by the psychiatric/medical establishment so wholeheartedly
embrace the notion of a strict division between heterosexuality and
homosexuality, a notion which originated alongside that of homosexuality
as disease? As much gay historical research has shown, "homosexuality"
as we understand it in the West didn't exist until, with the advent
of capitalism, religious ideology began to lose ground and medical
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ideology took its place. What Christianity saw as a sinful potential
in everyone, psychiatry reconceptualized as a sickness which permeated
one’s being, displacing heterosexual desire
.
10
But if we reject the
psychiatric definition of homosexuality, why do we cling to the notion
of homosexual desire as exclusive? That we do testifies, I think,
to the incredible power of our need to fit things into neat dichotomies.
Human beings tend to use dual classification when we think about
our world—pairs such as up/down and hot/cold as well as pairs such
as human/animal and man/woman, where more value is placed on one term—
possibly because such oppositions structure the human mind itself.
Many anthropologists believe that when some aspect of a culture gains
particular prominence or importance people feel an even stronger need
to fit it into such a scheme and will become uneasy in the face of
ambiguities. The "disorder" resulting from central features of our
lives which we cannot fit into dichotomies with sharp boundaries disturbs
,
. 1
1
us deeply. I suspect that the homosexual/heterosexual dichotomy
gained acceptance as both sexuality and "personal identity" became
central to our culture. Whether or not this is true, most of us feel
threatened when the categories we believe in are challenged, especially
if they shape our sense of who we are. Not only do bisexuals contradict
a primary set of cultural categories our culture calls us "decadent"
because we refuse to play by the rules, thereby undermining the social
'order" but we challenge many people's personal sense of what constitutes
sexual identity. Whether we threaten by introducing a third category
or by undermining the notion of categories altogether, we cause enough
discomfort that many people deny our existence.
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If we wish to develop a liberatory politics, we must ask, as early
gay liberation did, whether our need to classify simultaneously violates
the truths of at least some people's desires and plays into heterosexism.
Obviously we will never stop classifying: we couldn't speak or even
think if we did. But we must be wary of both our obsession with order,
with getting rid of "dirt ," 12 and our tendency to see the categories
we use as natural or simply given rather than as the social and political
constructions they are. This is particularly true with those categories
which bear the most political weight. But the historically specific
categories we use to think about our world, including our selves, do
more than merely describe accurately or violate the truths of our desires.
They also shape and even create them. We must question as well the
whole notion of an essential sexual truth which somehow resides in
each of us.
I don't think anyone knows what desire is, where it comes from
or why it takes the general and specific forms it does. I'm inclined
to believe that some kind of interaction between a more or less shapeless
biological drive and a combination of individual experiences and
larger social forces creates each of our unique sexualities. But the
way we as "modern" people experience them, the mere fact that we experience
something we call "sexual identity," is peculiar to our particular
culture and historical period. Much current historical research argues
that all our talk about "identity crisis" and "finding ourselves,"
even our very notion of sexuality, would simply mean nothing to people
1
3
from another time and place. If both the way we view our selves
and the categories into which we fit them are modern social constructions,
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not timeless truths, I can't view my own senS e, however subjectively
powerful, that I am "really" anything with less than suspicion. The
human mind too easily interprets-and reinterprets-anything and everything
to fit its current beliefs.
we still have no better way of describing our experience than
by saying that we have discovered what we "really" are. In using the
term really, we acknowledge the experience many people have, either
of having 'always known" or of coming to a place where they finally
feel at home. I, too, believe, 17 years after "discovering" ray bisexuality
and 10 years after relinquishing my lesbian identity, that I am "really"
bisexual
.
Furthermore, many exclusive homosexuals do experience bisexuality
as a stage (as indeed do some heterosexuals). This obviously bolsters
the belief that "real" bisexuality doesn't exist. People who have
had this experience tend to look back at their old selves with condescension
and embarrassment. I suspect that the word "bisexual" triggers unpleasant
feelings in many of them which they project on anyone claiming a bisexual
identity.
While most self-defined homosexuals and heterosexuals may be correct
in seeing their own bisexuality as just a stage, inevitably, the situation
being what it is, some people who see themselves as exclusively homosexual
or heterosexual will have repressed rather than "grown out of" bisexuality.
As some lesbians in the fifties who were neither butch nor femme felt
forced to choose,^*4 so do some bisexuals. Both sides often exert so
much pressure to "make up your mind" and direct so much contempt at
people who are unwilling to do so—and most of us are so unaware of
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bisexuality as a legitimate possibility— that a simple need for acceptance
and community often forces people (particularly, and often most painfully,
young people) to repress one aspect of their desire. Just as closet
queers (also perhaps bisexual) often lead the pack in homophobic attacks,
so may closet bisexuals be the most intensely biphobic. I think this
is particularly true among women who came out via lesbian-feminism.
The fact is that many women who now identify as bisexual experienced
lesbi anism as a stage. I identified as bisexual before the women's
movement but, as happened with many women, consciousness-raising and
traumatic experiences fueled an acute anger and disgust with men which
led me to lesbianism. Other of these women may have become lesbians
because they accepted the lesbian-feminist dictum that "feminism is
the theory and lesbianism is the practice ." 15 Or they may simply have
succumbed to peer pressure (even some heterosexual women "became" lesbians
for these reasons). Over the years, many of us, often because of working
in political coalitions, have reconnected with the world outside the
"women's community" and have discovered, or rediscovered, our heterosexual
desires. We are now attacked for having "gone back into the closet,"
as traitors, and as self-deceiving fools.
The theoretical and emotional need to keep alive both the notion
that all true feminists are lesbians and the belief that no rapprochement
with men is possible fuels lesbian-feminist hatred of bisexuals. Many
lesbians who oppose other forms of separatism, who work with men politically
and have male friends, still see sexual separatism as an eternal given.
But as political separatism falls into disrepute, sexual separatism
also loses its rationale. As many lesbians recognize that class, race,
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age, etc. may be as powerful sources of oppression as gender and sexual
orientation, they also recognize the futility of separatism as more
than a stage. Few people—and fewer sexual radicals—really want a
movement which forbids us to relate sexually to people whose race,
sex, class, physical abilities, age, looks, etc. aren't exactly the
same as ours. And many of us also refuse to have our desires and sexual
practices dictated by anyone else's idea of "political correctness."
Many bisexuals, like many homosexuals, have never identified with
gay politics. But some of us, including many women who have rejected
lesbian-feminism, have committed ourselves to gay liberation. We see
gay identity and solidarity as crucial, since heterosexism oppresses
all gay people, whether homosexual or bisexual, and we can only struggle
against it as a self-conscious group. The ambiguous nature of our
sexuality needn't imply any ambiguity in our politics. By choosing
gay identity we acknowledge that sexuality dominates our identity in
a heterosexist world while recognizing that in a non-oppressi ve society
no one would care who we wanted or who our sexual partners were and
sexuality would no longer be so central to our sense of who we are.
Unfortunately, political movements and embattled subcultures have
1 faparticular difficulty acknowledging ambiguities of any kind and the
current plethora of ’ex-lesbians" haunts the political unconscious
of the lesbian/gay movement. Clearly, the rest of the gay community
ignores or ostracizes us at its peril: embattled as we all are, we
need all the forces we can muster. Bisexuals often encounter unusual
opportunities to confront and contradict homophobia and, if we have
been encouraged to develop gay consciousness, we will act powerfully
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and efficiently in such situations.
But if it rejects us, the gay movement loses more than numbers
and strategic force. It also loses another opportunity, similar to
that offered by other "sexual minorities," to re-examine its commitment
to sexual freedom rather than to mere interest-group politics. What
would it mean for the gay movement to acknowledge that some people
experience their sexuality as a lifelong constant, others as a series
of stages, some as a choice and many as a constant flux? It would
certainly mean a drastic reworking of the standard categories which
have grounded gay politics over the last decade. And it might mean
a renewed commitment to the revolutionary impulse of gay liberation,
which, believing that homosexual desire is a potential in everyone,
insisted that gay' is a potentially universal class, since sexual
freedom for all people is the ultimate goal of our struggle.
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CONCLUSION 1
When I coined the term "pro-sex " 2 to describe the feminist opposition
to the anti-pornography movement, it was a conscious attempt to avoid
the terminology of "sexual liberation-one which seems rooted in a
notion of sex as a natural force which society represses and which
must be "liberated" from these constraints—while
,
at the same time,
validating the defense of sexual pleasure as a worthwhile political
struggle. Nevertheless, I find myself drawn back continually to the
terms sexual liberation" and "sexual freedom."
Sexual freedom, in the abstract, is an empty concept: the essays
in this thesis are, in part, an attempt to give it content. The "pro-sex"
movement began as a local strategic formation against specific exercises
of power. One, that of the New Right, takes the form of an interdiction
on sexual pleasure outside the confines of monogamous heterosexual
marriage. Tne other, that of the anti-pornography movement, takes
a dual form, an interdiction on deviant" sexual pleasures and an incitement
to "eros" degenitalized, amorphous, highly personalized pleasure purified
of the tensions caused by power and difference. "Sexual freedom,"
in such a context, means 'freedom of sexual choice." It opposes both
power which forbids and power which prescribes. As such, it is an
extension of the principles of the bourgeois revolution into an area
which as Gayle Rubin argues, they have hardly penetrated.
^
Pro-sex feminists have, as a result, been accused of being "lib-
erals ": 5 such charges are partially justified but hardly useful. Rosalind
Petchesky, in the most important recent analysis of the abortion issue,
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writes that "control over one’s body is an essential part of being
an individual with needs and rights, a concept which is . .
. the most
powerful legacy of the liberal political tradition." The notion of
"bodily integrity" certainly has its dangers unless grounded in "a
much broader revolutionary movement that addresses all of the conditions
for women's liberation." But it also has radical implications and
is indispensable, not only now but in any foreseeable future . 6 Attacks
on the "liberalism” of arguments for sexual freedom assume a context,
similar to Habermas's "ideal speech situation," where, in the absence
of all coercive power, collective consensus can be reached on the moral
norms which should govern individual action . 7 We are so far from achieving
such a situation that these attacks are dangerously utopian.
Despite an understanding that sex is a "social construction"—
that, as Foucault argues, the major way in which power relates to sexuality
in our society is by inciting, proliferating, creating desires, rather
than by forbidding them the notion of "sexual liberation" still has
resonance. Foucault argues that power operates by making us speak
8incessantly of sex. Yet many of us know only too well that only certain
kinds of speech are allowed, that sexual speech outside certain channels,
modes, discourses is still taboo. To ask women, lesbian/gay people
and other sexual minorities" to oppose the "deployment" of sexuality
with silence, when we have finally begun to "talk back," is to close
9
off a "'reverse' discourse" which has only just begun.
I agree with Foucault that "we must not think that by saying yes
to sex, one says no to power. Certainly the belief he is criticizing,
which grounded much of earlier "sexual liberation," is dangerous: we
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often say no to one form of power only to discover that we are reinforcing
another. But I do not read Foucault to be saying that sexual oppression
does not exist or should not be opposed. I read him as a warning against
believing that sex automatically opposes power and that desire is not
itself a product of power.
There are other reasons for the attraction held by the notion
of sexual liberation." It indicates, at least within the lesbian/gay
community, that we support gay liberation in a more inclusive way.
However "constructed" our desires may be, they exist, and "pro-sex-
radicals have no interest in perpetuating sexual misery or shame. "Sexual
liberation also emphasizes the political nature of sexuality in this
society, serving notice that we refuse to relinquish the "political
struggle over who is going to make sex and in what form ." 12 And it
reminds us that, like the founders of the women’s and lesbian/gay liberation
movements, we both revise and extend rather than totally break with
an earlier tradition which, whatever its shortcomings, valued human
pleasure, creativity and autonomy.
Foucault has argued that the rallying point for the counterattack
against the deployment of sexuality ought not to be sex-desire, but
bodies and pleasures. What does he mean by "bodies and pleasures"? 1 ^
Are not "bodies and pleasures" constructed by power? Does the body
resist? "Naturally"? It is perhaps here that the most difficult theo-
retical work must be done. A movement for "sexual freedom" which believes
that sex is a "social construction" must theorize the body. What is
the relationship of the social construction of desire to the material
reality upon which it acts?
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The other important task for radical sex theory and history is
to continue the "deconstructive" project I describe in the introduction
to this thesis . 15 Such a project can generate ammunition for the struggle
against those whose belief in a "natural" sexuality is used as a mask
for power and domination. The evidence that sex is not a "natural
force" enables us to counter, for example, the essentialist notion
that, unless carefully regulated and repressed, it will become the
prime mover of human life, leading to the collapse of all social ties,
responsibilities and creative efforts. I would argue that this belief
is based on a groundless fear that desires for sex "naturally" override
desires for intimacy, community and productive activity. Even as these
desires are presently constructed, there is no evidence that they would,
if liberated," have such overwhelmingly destructive effects.
Another purpose of the deconstructive project is to extend the
realm of human choice and possibility. Although understanding the
social construction of desire may cast suspicion on the notion of choice
itself, we must acknowledge that this understanding does not exhaust
our experience. We are not merely socially constructed; we also engage
in social practice. I suggest that we need different levels of explanation,
different paradigms, for understanding different aspects of human experi-
ence. Because we do choose—and we choose more consciously the more
aware we are of the ways in which our desires have been constructed.
A theory and history of sexuality, to be truly radical, must eschew both
prescription and utopia. Its function is only to warn us of the myriad
dangers we may encounter and to enable us, as individuals and as a movement,
to choose both our pleasures and our strategies more wisely.
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